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The Amazing Matzo Stimulus
By ADAM DAVIDSON

When Aron Streit started making matzo in 1916, unleavened bread was a serious growth business,
at least on Manhattan’s Lower East Side. By the late 1920s, Streit could afford to build a special
machine that mixed, kneaded and cooked dough. A decade later, his family added the cotton gin of
kosher food — an automated conveyor belt with a Rube Goldberg-esque basket system that moved
the matzo to a packaging area on a higher floor. They even opened a retail store next door that
allowed customers to watch it in action.

Visiting the Streit’s Matzos factory became such a tradition for Jews in the neighborhood that
many refused to buy any other brand — and so did their children and so on. And partly because of
this loyalty, the company hasn’t had to significantly upgrade its technology since World War II.
“Nothing changes,” Aron Yagoda, Streit’s great-grandson, says. “As long as they don’t change
Passover, we have built-in sales.”

During the eight-day Passover holiday, which ends this week, religious law mandates that all Jews
give up any bread product or grain-based food other than matzo. As a result, each spring ushers in
a matzo stimulus. And I wondered, as both an economics reporter and a Jew, whether it was good
to sell something that about 2 percent of the U.S. population has to buy for one week a year but
isn’t all that popular at any other time or with any other group? Can a matzo manufacturer remain
profitable this way forever, or like Apple, does it need to eventually reach beyond a group of
religious followers and appeal to the mainstream?

According to the marketing firm Lubicom, around $130 million worth of matzo is sold each year.
During Passover, about 20 percent of it is sold by Streit’s. Most manufacturers would love to take
in around $17 million for a single holiday without needing to invest in new equipment. But Yagoda
says it’s not so easy. Sales are stable, but flour and labor costs continue to rise, and operating a
manufacturing business in Lower Manhattan is logistically complicated. When I asked Yagoda,
who now runs the company with his cousins, why he hasn’t moved to a new industrial site in a
lower-cost state, he insisted that Streit’s would be acting disloyal if it didn’t offer the exact same
matzo, made in the exact same oven (with the exact same New York City tap water), that his
customers’ grandparents bought.
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Streit’s is stuck, Yagoda says, but happily stuck. He’s content to have a smaller profit margin each
year and bring home less than his parents and grandparents did. (“If they could eat steak, we’re
eating hamburger,” he says.) It seems reasonable to imagine that in a decade or maybe two, Streit’s
will go out of business. But the friction of tradition has already kept the company alive decades
longer than comparable businesses. What other globally traded mass-production food comes out of
the Lower East Side?

Streit’s supervising rabbi referred to the company’s biggest rival, somewhat menacingly, as “Big
M.” Manischewitz, which controls about 40 percent of the Passover matzo market, has nearly the
exact opposite strategy. Four years ago, Paul Bensabat and Alain Bankier — Jewish immigrants
from Morocco with years of food-industry experience — saw a raging food trend hiding just
beneath the thin, crumbly surface. Sure, core customers may see matzo as a reminder of the
meager bread the Israelites had to eat when they fled Pharaoh. But to others, Bensabat and Bankier
thought, matzo is a nonfat, additive-free, vegan, low-carb bread substitute! Just as significant,
kosher food was suddenly becoming popular among non-Jews for the first time in a few thousand
years. A survey by Mintel, the market-research company, confirms that two-thirds of people choose
kosher products because they believe (not always correctly) that they are made with high-quality
ingredients. More than 50 percent (totally incorrectly) buy it for health reasons. Manischewitz
strategically redesigned its boxes, adding green labels toting the healthful qualities, and created
dozens of new products, like organic matzo (which tastes exactly like regular matzo), sesame-seed
matzo crackers (which are completely addictive, actually) and matzo-meal red-velvet cake mix
(crumbly, but surprisingly tasty).

At first I thought that Manischewitz was stuck between two business-killing extremes. On one side
are the problems that have plagued Streit’s — a traditional business serving aging customers. But if
Manischewitz develops a non-Jewish base, I assumed, it would entice bigger companies — like
Kraft or Sara Lee — to utilize their existing resources and enter the market themselves.

But Bankier said I was missing Manischewitz’s major competitive advantage — barrier to entry. In
other words, it’s really hard and expensive to make matzo that follows kosher law. In 2009,
Manischewitz opened its brand-new manufacturing line, which produces 30 tons of matzo a day
and is around two city blocks long. The main machine was designed by a team of engineers who
worked with a rabbi, who added complications raised by various Talmudic interpretations. One
rule states that the matzo dough needs to be in an oven within 18 minutes of mixing. Another
excludes all the additives that allow bread machines to run quickly. A few times a week, something
slows the machinery down enough that one of the five supervising rabbinical law experts insists on
a thorough cleaning to eliminate any potentially leavened dough.

Perhaps the most expensive wrinkle of all is that every worker on the line (very few of whom are



Jewish) needs to understand kosher law, too. This not only requires training programs but also
forces Manischewitz to pay more so it has better educated, happier and more loyal workers. After
all, one disgruntled employee with a bag of bacon bits could destroy Manischewitz’s 124-year-old
brand.

So it’s actually the big snack brands that are stuck. To get in the matzo game, they would have to
make a huge investment in new machinery, Jewish law expertise and worker training. Alternately,
they could make a nonkosher flatbread knockoff and lose out on that significant kosher-loving
base. In either case, Manischewitz would have to become a huge business before it attracted any
real competition, and by then the company would be so rich that it probably wouldn’t mind.

The matzo business offers a lesson for how companies can succeed in an increasingly competitive,
global marketplace: do something that’s really, really hard. If your business is easy to replicate,
then someone, somewhere (probably China) is going to undercut you. But these days many are
succeeding by following the matzo principle: fashion houses are scouring the latest microtrends for
inimitable looks; industrial manufacturers are making hugely difficult custom products like aircraft
engines. If your business is really easy to do, don’t gloat. You might be out of a job soon.

THE WORLD’S BIGGEST, BADDEST MATZO PRODUCTION LINE

Matzo is a hard business. So when Rabbi Yaakov Horowitz was planning the Manischewitz
production line, he traveled the globe. ‘‘I incorporated the best parts of matzo plants worldwide,’’
he says, ‘‘while adding some innovations.’’ Here’s what he came up with, in line with kosher law.

1. The Water Tanks

The water must sit in a holding tank overnight before it can be mixed with flour.

2. The Wall Clock

Once the water hits the flour, the clock counts down from 18 minutes. If the dough hasn’t hit the
oven, it’s dumped.

3. The Dumping Lever

Mashgichim (kosher inspectors) watch the matzos go by to ensure they meet religious
specifications.

4. The Rollers

Since matzo cannot include softening agents, the hard sheets of dough must pass through four
rolling machines.   



5. A 150-Foot-Long Oven

More than 100 burners bake the dough at a temperature of more than 600 degrees.
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